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(What kind djf games did you like to play when you were a little
girl?)
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Ohv it's hard to explain what we used to play. It was lots of Indian
games. It's hard to explain them. Sometimes I can't explain. How you want
to put it on—the 'yc-rds you know, i can't explain it, but there was
lots of Indian gaihes. If I, had an Interpreter b u t —
(£s there any one you could tell me- about?)
I don't know.
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(Well what about that one you were telling me about wher they put horns
on the end/of the stick?)
That was in my mother's day. She still had them two horns. They used to1
put sticks in them. They threw them on the ice, inv^he winter time.
The one that goes farthest is the winner.
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And they used to kick ball.

I .used to try it when I was a little girl. I couldn't do it, I was too
dumb. I guess, butray'cousiri used to--I don't know how many times she
u^ed to kick it. And they say that some womans used to^kick it 100 times
o/r over 100 times. They had'a swing theme. They had it at powewow one
/time. It goes around. I know it's name but I guess I forgot it.
CHEYENNE GOURD CLAN SOCIETY: .
(What about the gourd Clan Society of the Cheyenn^s? )
\
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They just dance. They have gourds make out of tin can. They put rocks
in there and- shake it.
(How come they don't use gourds?)
They got two different kind dances'over there. One they call Blackfeet
ant3 they carry sticks and they put them ammmals, what do. you call themotter—that kind of fur. They put feathers on, they danj^e with#them.

